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tradition of organising programmes with the help of junior teachers will be celebrated in the school at the end of the day, where the skills of the students will be displayed in traditional, indigenous dances, songs and folk arts. “The programme is being organised with the involvement of the residents
of the neighbourhood under the guidance of the principal of the school,” said Vinod Kumar, registrar at the Giridih district public school. Around 1,063 girls students will be a part of the dance programme, Kumar said. Observing the country's first International Women's Day on March 8, the deputy
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procedure which inserts into 4 tables. A primary key is added in each table. The order of execution of the stored procedure is:
CREATE TABLE INSERT Now there is a race condition where at times an insert gets saved in (1) at the time of execution of (3). I

have discovered this by running a print statement right before the insert statement. Is there a way we can handle this if a record
is getting inserted in (1) at the time of executing (3)? The same situation can occur for updation CREATE TABLE UPDATE DELETE

Here we have no control on what order the updates are done in as the tables have relations between them and updates are
cascade like updates across the relations A: First, you should not have a race condition. That is, it sounds like you are planning
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